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MAKING SPACE FOR THE
INVISIBLE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SOCIAL

GaiI Hastings professes to be a sculptor, but she is an unusual one. Her works often consist
of such unfamiliar sculptual media as watercolours or pencil dmwings, Her subject matter
is equally unusual. It often features pages that look as if they have been hansplaated from
some esoteric encyclopaedia or otherrarise may contain snippets ofan overheard conversation.
These tantalising elements are in t,,n 'housed, wit},in Hastings,s finely constructed abstract,
geometric spaces.

The effect is like walking into an abshact painting, except to say that one may also
encouDter text, specially devised fumiture or intricate floor plans that actively shape the
space of the work. llastings regards her works as ,sculptural situations, rather thaIl as paintings
or installations, or even sculptures. Rather than adhering to a prc-existing location, Hastings
seeks to cmft space - in particular, she seeks to craft a.n inter-subjective space, a social space
of conversation and commu cation, This is at once a remarkably fraught, ambitious and
lascinating enterprise. It i$ also one reason why the experience ofHastings,s evocative
situations is like conftonting something vaguely familiar, yet wefudly opaque.

Hastings tldnl(s of our inter-subjective space as a kind of invisible architecture comprised
of botl intersecting and dissecting personal and public-social traiectories. Think of how
conversations in cafes are usually private, sometimes intimate, although they are conducted
in a highly public forum and thus often oasily overheard. Or think ofhow mobile phone
conversations connect two people in quite separate places, while at one end a participant
may carry on the conversation quite audibly a]rd unselfconsciously as if ensconced in some
imaginary pdvate booth. Once the speake$ hang up, it is as though they have been
transported back to t}le fomal composure of public space.

We are constantly reminded that we are social beings, but our shared space is often the
arena of our greatest anxieties as much as of our greatest joys and satisfactions. The ideal of
public space ald ofconversation is ttre perfect accord: every voice heard and the coming
togettrer of contrasting elements in the golden glow of harmonization, bur arxieties intrude
when we feel tlat this ideal evades us or when we are left to negotiate less than satisfactory
social trarsactions, The ideals of art were once very similar - the perfect accord, the ideal
namtive - yet today contempomry afi addresses different ambitions by locusing upon the
peculiar ia the familiar and giving the readily familiar a peculiar outlook.

Hastings is very contempomry in this sense. She professes her frustmtion at the struggle
'to make actual space perceivable in a work of contemporary art, even though it is t}Ie geat
ambition of her work. Ttris is perhaps why the superbly crafted spaces of Hastings,s work
convey an air of setenity or of determined order, while at the same time leave the lasting
impression of some kind of riddle or mystery The visual-textual cues invariably deposited
around her eleg6nt, abshact spaces hint at some undisclosed plot. These cues actually
constitute a set of disparate spatial-temporal markers delineating the seemingly tangible, but
elusive 'architecture' of inter-subjective space. The works thereby hinge upon an arnbiguous
aspiration: they stfive to present the most composed and tightly unified work possible, while
devising a spaco suf6ciently evocative that it is open to vivid and at times unaccountable
inter-subiective proiections,
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Hastings's sculptual situatioDs often interweave disparate clues suggesting a tr6nsit in
time and space. The employrnont of spatial and temporal cues is one of the distinctive feahles
of }fustings's art. Irx an earlier work, Encyclop oedia of a moment's evr'dence 1993, each
fastidiously designed and hand-rendered page - purportedly ftom this cr5ptic encyclopaedia

- looks like some arcano activity sheot rccording a mysterious quest for knowledge, The
passage of time is suraeptitiously inscribed in Tlmos font, yet the page mrmbers do not reveal
a sequence at all but simply repoat page frve each time. They appear like pages foom an
unfathomably stalled toxt because the sequence goes nowhere, except spatially ftom room
to rcom. We encountor a busy, episodic circuit sigualling a pursuit or a quest, as if striving
to rcnder significance, although barely registeriug irr time.

Plate 3: Moment 12.00pm
At 12.01 , she huniedly enieN mom A in
ugent search for the evidence of mo-
ment 12.00pm. She finds it.
t5l

Plate 4: Moment l2.00pm
At 12.01 , assued that the evidence of
moment 12.00pm was in room B, she
entered, but too late. The evidence had
been wiped away.

tsl

Plate 5: Moment 12.00pm
If evidence of the moment 12.mpm ex-
isted, it would be found in room C. She
enters room C at 12Ol and she finds no evi-
dence of moment 12.00pm.
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The clipped slntax mimics the text inscribed by an old type\ariter, which harshly 'justifies'
the ltres by abrupdy breaking words in two (even though every Iine of the work is
carefully delineated by haad). Breals too occur in the flow of'evidence'. Is a case building,
or evaporating?

A differcnt exampls of such temporal-spatial puzdes is fouad in Room for love 7990,
which contains a conve$ational or't6te-e-t6te' chair, on S-shaped two-seater sofa,
sometimes called a'love chair'. In such a chair, two people sit in close proximity facing in
opposite dircctiong, although they cal also converse face-to-face. For Hastings, the alalogy
alludes to the often-fraught d]mamics of social intemction as well as to the reception of art:
'the chair wa6 intended as a conve$ation with oneself when one looks at a work of art -
wherc two opposing views are struck - Iiterally -while there is also this third, reconciliatory
view of tuming halfway toward the opposite view'.1

The aaalogy is highty suggestive. For instance, this piece of ruriting aims to explicate the
work for a reader who may havo already experienced it, but like the 'tete-e-t6te' chair it aims
to turn the viewer around again to face the work, although differently. It may even oxtond
the unde$tanding of t}Ie work beyond conceptions ordinarily entertained by tho artist. The
alalogy atso recalls t}le puzzled status of art il the wake of post-minimalist art, which
prompts quostions such as: what is the ordinary, quotidian obiect ard what is ttre artwork?
l{hat does it do? As the art historian Thierry de Duve note6 of ttre minimalists, 'far ftom
freeing ttremselves "ftom the increasing ascetic geometry of pure painting", t}le minimalists
claimed it and prcjected it into real space'.z This is what Hastings does, except that she
stage-manages this extended state of puzzlement over t}Ie status of art.
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'lVith hcr latest work, referencing Walter Burley Griffin and Mnriol Mahoney Griffin,s
partially realised plan for Caibella, Hastings shifts attentioD ftom puzzlement over the
confounding qualities of post-minimalist art to t}Ie earlier aspimtions of such abstact,
geometric visual languages associated with the urge to lorge a common, equitable social
space. This ideal was tvpified by the Griffins' thwartcd plan to place a library at the apex of
Capitol Hill iust above Parliament House. Hence, the aim was to erect a space for lorowledge
and reflection at the apex of its social-symbolic space, a piace devoted not only io historical
memory but to the on-going a[ticulation and re-ariiculation of the shared space of a nation.
The Griffins are perfect for Hastings's purposes bccause they intertwine the itspimtions of an
abstmct visual language with a similar concern for social space and this has ternpted some
to interpret sedet or esote c meanings behind their claborate designs.3

Hastings perhaps recalls an ideal space for art, but one that has escaped it throughout
modernity. Her persistent and distinct art practice attempts to yield an inter-subjective
space, which defies her as llrell as art in geneml, but which also eludes each and every one
ofus daily. Yct such an irrevocably intangible space is regularly experienced in keenly felt
ll,ays arrd this is what Hastings magically aims to manifest. The G ffins orrce aimed to male
tJre 'invisible architecture' of a nation explicit wh$eas today (ironically) it lies buried rvithin
the confines of parliament. In stdving to make that invisible architecture of inter-subjective
space perccivable, HastiDgs's art reafiiculates that vision for a contemporarl audience. Hers
is an art, howcvcr, ihat e,vokes the formal composurc of the origiral Ciiffin plan - with its
ideal apex now buried and rernote - and we soon realise that it is attuned to what may just
as rcadily escape us in conjuring this formal compositre.

Andrew Mc Nama ra teaches aft hlstorg andrheorg,VisualArts,0UT, Brtsbane

1 Cail HasiinBs,prlvaiecommunicatonwithaurhor
2 Th etrg de Duve, kont o/ter ruchomp, MIT Press, CambrldEe,lvlA 1996, p 218
3 JamesWerrck, Spnilua t9 and s!mbollsm in thework oflhe Griflins in J.ne Warson (ed), Eegand orchitecturc:
Mdtian Mohanll ond Woltet Butleg Gttlh in Ametico, Austalid dnd /dio, Powerholse P!b ish ng,5!dneg 1998, pp 56 85
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THE FULL FORCE OFAGUSTYWNTERS DAY COULO BE FELT UNDERFOOT

AS THEWHARF, UPON WHICH A STRADDLE OF US STRAN6ERS AWAITED

THE NEXI FERRY, HEAVED -ALMIGHTILY 
_ AND EVER SO RESTMINEOLY

WHEN ONE BLUSTERING WtND SENT US ALL SCUTTLING FOR SOMETHING

STUROYTO HANG ON TO, I OVERHEARD SOMEONE SAY TO ANOTHER,

1 LoST IVY BALANCE YESIERDAY MY fillND lS REALLY BEGINNING T0

SLIP'. THIS STRUCK 14E ALMOSTAS FORCEDLYAS THE WINO.IT SPOKE

OFASAD DISCONNECTEDNESS BETWEEN THE SPEAKERAND THE

SPACE 0UTSIDE THE SPEAKER; AN ALIENATI0N EASY T0 FALL HOSTAGE

TO BY LOOSING SIGHT OF ONE'S INSEPARABLEN ESS TO THIS SPACE.

NO WONDER, ITHOUGHT,IT HAS BEEN SUCH ASTRUGGLE THESEYEARS

TO MAKE ACTUAL SPACE PERCEIVABLE IN AWORK OF CONTEMPORARY

ARI THOUGH THIS NEEO NOT MEAN ICANNOTAT LEASTTRYTO CREATE

ASPACE lN WHICH THIS MIGHT BE SEEN;0NE lN WHICH WE IVIGHT FEEL,

FOR A I4OMENT, A LITTLE LESSALONE.
6AIL HASTINGS, ]ANUANY 2007
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BIOGRAPHY

Gail HastinEs was born in Perth,Weslem
Ausiralia,ln 1965.Since 1989 her
sculptulal shuations havebeen inc uded
in prcminentpub h and private
exhibitions he€ and overseas. dy'l,cu/t
drt decisi,z wollsx [1998), rhe second
in the DilJicuk Aft Decisions seties, is
often re'exhibiled as pan of a major
German contempo6rg art collection:
it Geonetricol AJJdns lBenin, zootl
Stadtgalerie Kiel, 2002l; MD,molism ond
tier (Berlin,2002l; and al the Museum
lor Contempor:ry Art, zKM IKadsruhe,
2003).Slnce 1999 Haslings has lived
and worked ln Sldneq.
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missingwalls: burcaucracU atwo 2007
oilpaimon plgwood; walercolour on silk;
f6med walercolour & lead pencl on paper
2L0h x 350w x 350d cm overall

so she said 2007
enameion pluwood; acrulic on inen
& ca nvasr fGmed watercolou r & ead

180h x 220wx 220d cm overall

behind !ou: blue 2007
acrulic & lead pencilon pllwood;framed
warercolour & lead pencilon paper
185h x 120w x 300d cm oveEll

difficuft.rl decisions: wall seven 2007
acrulic &vinul hbric on plgwood; acrulic
on linen;framed watercolour& lead pencil
& blue biro on paper, dale &time signed
b! Nik Rieth
150hx 100wx 2s0d cm overall
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